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1. Introduction
For a finite subset B of an Abelian group, set _(B)=b # B b. Also, for
any non-empty subset A of an Abelian group, put
7(A)=[_(B) : B is a non-empty finite subset of A].
There are numerous results concerning the size and the structure of 7(A)
for various Abelian groups, especially for Zp and Z.
Concerning Zp for a prime p, Erdo s and Heilbronn [6] proved that if
A/Zp has at least 3 - 6p elements, then 0 # 7(A). Some years later, Olson
[12] proved the essentially best possible result that it suffices to demand
that A have more than - 4p&3 elements. Szemere di [18] showed that a
similar result holds for every Abelian group: there is a constant c>0 such
that if A is a subset of an Abelian group G with at least c |G | elements then
0 # 7(A).
The nature of the problem changes if we replace subsets by sequences.
Given a finite Abelian group G, let s(G) be the minimal integer s such that
every sequence of length s, consisting of elements of G, has a non-empty
subsequence summing to 0. In [13] Olson determined s(G) for finite
Abelian p-groups, and in [14] he proved that s(H_K )s(H )+s(K)&1.
The structure of 7(A) for subsets of Z has been studied by many
authors, including Cassels [2], Erdo s [3, 4], Folkman [7], Graham [8],
Spencer [15] and Sprague [16, 17]; many results and problems are given
in Erdo s and Graham [5].
In particular, for n3 let h(n) be the maximal integer k such that if
[n&1]=[1, 2, ..., n&1]=ki=1 Ai then n #  7(Ai). Thus h(n) is the
maximal integer such that if [n&1] is coloured with h(n) colours then n
is the sum of a monochromatic set. Erdo s proved (for a sketch of his proof,
see [4]) that h(n)   as n  . Spencer [15] proved some related
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results and, as noted in [4], one of these results also implies that h(n)  
as n  . Unfortunately, neither of the proofs gives any indication of the
growth of h(n); as remarked by Erdo s and Graham [5, p. 59]: ``It can be
shown that h(n)   but we have no idea how fast.''
Our aim here is to consider two sequences of functions related to h(n).
As in [1], denote by fk(n) the minimal integer such that if [ fk(n)]=
ki=1 Ai then n # 
k
i=1 7(Ai). Also, let gk(n) be the minimal integer
for which there exists a set A/[n&1] such that _(A)=gk(n) and
n # ki=1 7(Ai) whenever A=
k
i=1 Ai . It was proved by the authors and
Erdo s [1] that
f2(n)=2 - n+o(- n)
and
- 2n8g2(n)&2nc - n log n
for some constant c.
In this paper we shall consider fk(n) and gk(n) for k3. We shall prove
that the order of fk(n) is - n for every fixed k. In fact, we shall prove
considerably more, namely that there is a function 'k(n), defined in terms
of the prime factorization of n, such that
fk(n)=('k(n)+o(1)) - n
and, for every fixed k,
- 2k'k(n)=O((log k) - k).
Although the expression for the function 'k(n) is not too pleasant, we shall
determine all accumulation points of the sequence ( fk(n)- n) for every
fixed k.
As mentioned in [1], a trivial upper bound for the function gk(n) is
fk(n)( fk(n)+1)2.
This upper bound is rather crude since, depending the prime factorization
of n, the difference between gk(n) and fk(n)( fk(n)+1)2 may be very large.
We shall prove that, although fk(n) is a rather irregular function of n, the
function gk(n) grows fairly regularly, in fact, gk(n)=kn+o(n) for every
fixed k.
2. Results
Let p1 , p2 , ... be the sequence of primes 2, 3, ..., and let pr be the largest
prime that is at most k. Let n=p{11 p
{2
2 } } } p
{n
n and, for 1ir, denote by \i
168 bolloba s and jin
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the i th smallest number of the set [ p{1+11 , p
{2+1
2 , ..., p
{r+1
r ]. For the sake of
convenience, set \0=1, and let t=tk(n) be the maximal integer in 0tr
such that
\tk&t. (1)
Set
'k(n)=2(k&t)<`
t
i=1 \1&
1
\i+ ,
(2)
;k(n)=(2t&1+k&t)<`
t
i=1 \1&
1
\i+
and
=k(n)=2 \\('k(n))
2
2 +4+ ! log n.
Our main result in this paper is the following theorem, which gives
bounds for fk(n).
Theorem 1. Let k2 be fixed. Then, if n is sufficiently large,
'k(n) - n&;k(n) fk(n)'k(n) - n+(k+1)('k(n))3 =k(n).
Theorem 1 has the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 2. Let k2 be fixed. Then
fk(n)=('k(n)+o(1)) - n.
For small values of k, it is easy to give more transparent expressions for
fk(n):
f3(n)={
(2 - 2+o(1)) - n if 2 |% n,
(- 6+o(1)) - n if 2 | n,
(2 - 3+o(1)) - n if 2 |% n,
f4(n)={(3+o(1)) - n if 2 | n and 3 |% n,(2 - 2+o(1)) - n if 2 | n and 3 | n,
(3 - 2+o(1)) - n if 2 |% n and 3 |% n,
(4+o(1)) - n if 2 |% n and 3 | n,
f5(n)={(2 - 3+o(1)) - n if 2 | n and 3 |% n,( 43 - 6+o(1)) - n if 2 | n, 4 |% n and 3 | n,
(- 10+o(1)) - n if 4 | n and 3 | n.
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Corollary 2 shows that fk(n) has order - n. However, fk(n)- n varies
considerably as n  , in particular, lim supn   fk(n)- n and
lim infn   fk(n)- n are rather far. By making use of the classical theorem
of Mertens [11] (also see [9, p. 351]) and standard estimates of
>tki=1 (1&1pi) we have the following consequence of Theorem 2.
Corollary 3. Let k2 be fixed. Then
lim inf
n  
fk(n)
- n
=- 2k
and
lim sup
n  
fk(n)
- n
=2(k&tk)<`
tk
i=1 \1&
1
pi+ ,
where tk is the maximal integer satisfying ptkk&tk . In particular, as
k  ,
lim sup
n  
fk(n)
- n
=(e#2+o(1)) - 2k log k,
where #=0.5772... is Euler's constant.
Set
+k=k<`
r
i=1 \1&
1
pi+ ,
%k=2(w+2kx+1)
32 (w+2kx+2)!
and
k=
(k+1) %k
+k >ri=1 (1&1pi)
.
Concerning the function gk(n), we shall prove the following result.
Theorem 4. Let k2 be fixed. If n is sufficiently large then
kngk(n)kn+(k+2) %k - 2n log n.
At the moment we cannot even decide whether, for a fixed value of k, we
have
gk(n)&kn=O(1).
170 bolloba s and jin
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3. Proofs of the Bounds on fk(n) and gk(n)
Our upper boounds on fk(n) and gk(n) are based on the following
technical result, which is of interest in itself. This result resembles the
theorem of Kneser [10] claiming that if the lower density of the sum of
two sets of integers is rather small then all numbers in the sets are divisible
by some integer m2.
Theorem 5. Let k2 and set :=:(k)=2(k+1)(k+2)!. If n is suf-
ficiently large and
A/[- 2(k+1) n] (3)
is such that
_(A)n+: - 2(k+1) n log n, (4)
then either n # 7(A) or there are m, 2mk, and A0/A such that
_(A0): - 2(k+1) n log n and m | a for all numbers a # A&A0 .
As our proof of Theorem 5 consists of a long series of lemmas, we shall
postpone it to the next (and last) section. Here we shall show how
Theorems 1 and 4 can be deduced from Theorem 5.
Given a set Q of integers, denote by M(m, Q) the set of the numbers not
greater than m which are divisible by some element of Q. Let us start with
the following simple consequence of the inclusion-exclusion principle.
Lemma 6. Suppose Q=[q1 , q2 , ..., qh] consists of coprime numbers.
Then
m2
2
&
m2
2
`
h
i=1 \1&
1
qi+&2h&1m<_(M(m, Q))
<
m2
2
&
m2
2
`
h
i=1 \1&
1
qi++2h&1m. K
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us start with the proof of the upper bound. Set
m=w'k(n) - n+(k+1)('k(n))3 =k(n)x and suppose that, contrary to the
assertion, there is a partition [m]=ki=1 Ai such that
n  .
k
i=1
(7(Ai)).
Much of the work will be put into the next lemma claiming that if
for some i the sum _(Ai) is significantly larger than n then Ai resembles
171partition problems of integers
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one of the sets Cj , 1 jt, to be constructed in the proof of the lower
bound, namely most elements of Ai , are divisible by a prime power not
dividing n.
Lemma 7. If
_(Ai)n+('k(n))2 =k(n) - n
then we can find a prime pj and a set A$i/Ai such that
_(A$i)<('k(n))2 =k(n) - n
and p{j+1j is a divisor of all the numbers in Ai&A$i .
Proof. Since n  7(Ai), by Theorem 5 we can find an integer q, 2q
('k(n))22, and a set Q/Ai such that _(Q)<=k(n) - n(q&1) =k(n) - n
and q is a divisor of all elements of Ai&Q. Let us choose q and Q such that
q is maximal.
If q |% n, then we are done since there is a prime pj such that puj | q and
puj |% n. Therefore we may assume that q | n.
Set n1=nq, m1=wmqx and
B1=[b : b=aq, a # Ai&Q].
Then Ai&Q=qB1 , B1/wm1x and
_(B1)>n1+
('k(n))2&(q&1)
q
=k(n) - n>n1+=k(n) - n.
As n  7(Ai) we have n1  7(B1). Hence, by Theorem 5, we can find an
integer q$2 and a set Q$/B1 such that _(Q$)<=k(n) - n and q$ is a
divisor of all the numbers in B1&Q$. Therefore, qq$ is a divisor of all the
numbers in Ai&Q _ qQ$. Clearly,
_(Q _ qQ$)=_(Q)+_(qQ$)<(2q&1) =k(n) - n(qq$&1) =k(n) - n.
Since q has been chosen to be maximal, we have qq$>('k(n))22. However,
the sum of all the numbers in [m] which are divisible by qq$ is less than
n, contradicting
_(Ai&Q _ qQ$)>n+('k(n))2 =k(n) - n&(2q&1) =k(n) - n
>n+=k(n) - n. K
Having proved this lemma, the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 1
is easily concluded. We may suppose that the notation has been chosen so
that
_(Ai)n+('k(n))2 =k(n) - n
172 bolloba s and jin
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if 1iv and
_(Ai)<n+('k(n))2 =k(n) - n
if v+1ik. By Lemma 7, for 1iv, there are primes pj , and sets A$i
such that
_(A$i)<('k(n))2 =k(n) - n
and p{ji+1ji is a divisor of all the numbers in Ai&A$i . Therefore
_ \ .
v
i=1
Ai+_(M(m, [ p{j1+1j1 , ..., p{jv+1jv ]))+v('k(n))2 =k(n) - n
_(M(m, [\1 , ..., \t]))+(v&t) n+v('k(n))2 =k(n) - n.
Hence
_ \ .
k
i=1
Ai+_(M(m, [\1 , ..., \t]))+(k&t) n+k('k(n))2 =k(n) - n
<_([m])=m(m+1)2,
contradicting [m]=ki=1 Ai , and completing the proof of the upper
bound.
To prove the lower bound we have to construct a suitable partition
ki=1 Ci of the set [m1], where m1=w'k(n) - n&;k(n)x.
For 1it, set
Ci=M(m1 , [\i])&M(m1 , [\1 , ..., \i&1]).
Suppose that we have defined C1 , C2 , ..., Ci , where ti<k&1. Let Ci+1
be a subset of [m1]& ij=1 Cj such that
_(Ci+1)<n (5)
and _(Ci+1) is maximal subject to (5). Finally, having defined C1 , ..., Ck&1 ,
set Ck=[m1]&k&1i=1 Ci . Routine though somewhat cumbersome calcula-
tions show that _(Ck)<n. Hence if 1it when n  7(Ci) since p{i+1i |% n,
and if t+1ik then n  7(Ci) since _(Ci)<n. K
Now we turn to the study of the function gk(n) for k2. As before, let
r be such that prkpr+1.
Proof of Theorem 4. We start with a proof of the upper bound. Let
H=[ p1 , ..., pr] and m=w+k - 2n+k log nx, and set A=[m]&M(m, H ).
Lemma 6 and standard calculations imply that
kn+k%k - 2n log n_([m])&_(M(m, H ))=_(A)
kn+(k+2) %k - 2n log n. (6)
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To complete the proof of the upper bound, it suffices to show that
sk(n)_(A). In turn, this follows if we show that for every partition
A=ki=1 Ai , there is an Aj such that n # 7(Aj).
By (6), given a partition A=ki=1 Ai , there is an Aj , 1ik, such that
_(Aj)n+%k - 2n log n.
Suppose that n  7(Aj). Theorem 5 implies that there are q and A0/Aj
such that _(A0)<%k - 2n log n and q is a divisor of all the numbers in
Aj&A0 . Then
_(Aj)n+%k - 2n log n&_(A0)>n. (7)
As A=[m]&M(m, H ), the integer q is coprime to every pi , 1r, so
q>k. Therefore
_(Aj)_(M(m, H _ [q]))&_(M(m, H ))+_(A0)
<
m2
2q
`
r
i=1 \1&
1
pi++2r+1m
<
1
q
(kn+(k+2) %k - 2n log n)

kn
k+1
+
k+2
k+1
%k - 2n log n
n,
contradicting (7) and completing the proof of the upper bound.
To see the lower bound, it suffices to prove that for every set A/[n&1]
we can find a subset A1/A such that n  7(A1) and either _(A1)>n or
_(A1)>_(A)2.
Let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., am] with the order n>a1>a2> } } } >am1. Let
i1 , i2 , ..., is be all the indices such that
:
il
j=1
aj& :
l&1
j=1
aij=n (8)
for l=1, 2, ..., s. Since n>a1> } } } >am , equation (8) implies that i12
and ij+2ij+1 for j=1, 2, ..., s&1. Therefore
:
is
j=1
aj& :
s
j=1
aij> :
s
j=1
aij . (9)
Our choice of the sequence i1 , i2 , ..., is implies that mj=1 aj&
s
j=1 aij{n.
174 bolloba s and jin
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Let us assume that mj=1 aj&
s
j=1 aij>n. Let is<m1m be the maxi-
mal index such that
:
m1&1
j=1
aj& :
s
j=1
aij<n. (10)
Let A1=[a1 , a2 , ..., am1]&[ai1 , ai2 , ..., ais]. Clearly, _(A1)>n. Inequality
(10) implies that if we remove an element of A1 then the sum of the
remaining elements of A1 is less than n. Therefore n  7(A1).
Let us assume now that mj=1 aj&
s
j=1 aij<n. Put A1=[a1 , a2 , ..., am]&
[ai1 , ai2 , ..., ais], so that _(A1)<n thus n  7(A1). Inequality (9) implies
that _(A1)>_(A&A1), so _(A1)>_(A)2, as required. K
It would be of interest to find proofs of Theorems 1 and 4 that do not
rely on some results resembling Theorem 5.
4. A Proof of Theorem 5
In our arguments we shall need the following pedestrian lemma, whose
proof is omitted.
Lemma 8. Let c<d and m be positive integers. Suppose that A/[m]
does not contain elements a and b with
cb&ad.
Then
_(A)
c
2(c+d )
(m+d+r+1)(m&r)+
1
2
(2r&e+1) e,
where r=m&wm(c+d )x(c+d ) and e=min[r, c]. In particular,
_(A)
c
2(c+d )
(m+1)(m+d ). K
A Proof of Theorem 5. Let us call a partition F=F1 _ F2 of a set F of
integers a difference d partition if d=_(F2)&_(F1). We consider the collec-
tion A of sequences (Fi )
k
1 of set systems such that
(i) for each i, 1ik, Fi/A(ri), where
ri=2(k+1)(k+2&i)! log n,
(i.e., Fi consists of subsets of A, each with at most ri elements),
(ii) no two elements of the systems F1 , F2 , ..., Fk intersect,
(iii) for 1ik every element in Fi has a difference i partition.
175partition problems of integers
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Let us endow A by a partial order by setting (Fi )
k
1>(Gi)
k
1 if for some j,
1 jk, we have |Fi |=|Gi | for i< j and |Fj |>|Gj |. Let (Fi )k1 be a maxi-
mal element of A, i.e., a maximal sequence of set systems in this partial
order.
Let m, 1mk+1, be the minimal integer such that
:
j
i=m
i |Fi |j&m+1 (11)
for every m jk. Note that (11) trivially holds form m=k+1. Then
there are set systems Em/Fm , ..., Ek/Fk such that
j :
j
i=m
i |Ei |+m&1 (12)
for m jk. We may suppose that (Ei)km is a system satisfying (12) for
which ki=m |Ei | is minimal. Set E=
k
i=m Ei .
Furthermore, for Ei # Ei , set :(Ei)=i and let Ei=Ei (1) _ Ei (2) be a
difference i partition of Ei , so that
i=_(Ei)=_(Ei (2))&_(Ei (1)).
Setting j=k in (12), we see that
k :
E # E
:(E )+m&1. (13)
Lemma 9. If m2 then
:
m&1
i=1
|Fi |m&1. (14)
Proof. Let us assume that, contrary to the assertion,
:
m&1
i=1
|Fi |>m&1. (15)
If for every j with 1 jm&1 we have  ji=1 |Fi |>j, then 
j
i=1 i |Fi |j ;
thus (11) holds for m=1, showing that m=1, contrary to the assumption
that m2. Therefore, there is a maximal integer s with 1sm&1 such
that
:
s
i=1
|Fi |s&1. (16)
176 bolloba s and jin
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Then, by (15), sm&2 and, by the maximality of s, for s< jm&1 we
have
:
j
i=1
|Fi |j. (17)
Hence
:
j
i=s+1
i |Fi | :
j
i=1
|Fi |& :
s
i=1
|Fi |j&(s&1)>j&(s+1)+1. (18)
Also, for m jk, by (17), (11) and (16), we have
:
j
i=s+1
i |Fi | :
m&1
i=1
|Fi |+ :
j
i=m
i |Fi |& :
s
i=1
|Fi |
m&1+j&m+1&(s&1)
=j&s+1. (19)
Inequalities (18) and (19) show that if m is decreased to s+1 then (11) is
still satisfied for all j, s+1 jk, contradicting the minimality of m. K
In the definition of m, the possibility m=k+1 was allowed to ensure
that m is well defined. In fact, this caution is unnecessary since m is always
at most k. To see this note that if m=k+1 then, by Lemma 9,
_ \ .
k
i=1
.
Fi # Fi
Fi+ } .
k
i=1
.
Fi # Fi
Fi } - 2(k+1) n
\ :
m&1
i=1
|F1 |+ r1 - 2(k+1) nkr1 - 2(k+1) n.
Therefore
_ \A& .
k
i=1
.
Fi # Fi
Fi+n+- 2(k+1) n.
Setting c=1, d=k and m=w- 2(k+1) nx, we see that
_ \A& .
k
i=1
.
Fi # Fi
Fi+>n+- 2(k+1) n2 +
1
2
>
1
2(k+1)
(- 2(k+1) n+1)(- 2(k+1) n+k)
=
c
2(c+d )
(m+1)(m+d ).
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Hence, by Lemma 8, there are a, b # A&ki=1 Fi # Fi Fi such that 1
b&ak. Since 2rb&a , we may add the set [a, b] to Fb&a to create an
element (F$i)
k
1 of A strictly greater than (Fi )
k
1 . This contradiction shows
that m is indeed at most k.
Lemma 10. For all m, 1mk, we have
:
k
i=m
|Ei |k+1&m. (20)
Proof. Let s be the maximal integer in the interval msk such that
Es{< and pick a set Es # Es . As ki=m |Ei | is minimal subject to (12), we
have, by considering j=k in (12) and decreasing |Es | by 1, that
m&1+ :
s&1
i=m
i |Ei |+s( |Es |&1)k&1.
Hence
:
k
i=m
|Ei |= :
s
i=m
|Ei |k+1&m. K
Set F =m&1i=1 F # Fi F, E =
k
i=m E # Ei E, E j=
j
i=m Ei and A 0=
A&E _ F . Let us define a sequence a1 , b1 , ..., al , bl in A 0 and a sequence
of sets A 1 , ..., A l , where l=w2(k+1) log nx, as follows. By Lemmas 9 and 10,
_(A 0)_(A)&(m&1+k+1&m) r1 - 2(k+1) n
n+r1 - 2(k+1) n. (21)
Hence, as before, Lemma 8 implies that there are a and b in A 0 such that
1b&ak. (22)
Let a1 , b1 in A&E _ F be such that b1&a1 is maximal, subject to (22), and
set A 1=A 0&[a1 , b1]. Suppose that we have defined a1 , b1 , ..., aj&1 , bj&1
and A 1 , ..., A j&1 , where 2 jl. Then, by relations (21) and (3),
_(A j&1)_(A 0)&2( j&1) - 2(k+1) n
_(A)+(r1&2l ) - 2(k+1) n
n+2(k+1)((k+1)!&2) - 2(k+1) n log n
>n+2 - 2(k+1) n. (23)
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Therefore, by Lemma 8, there are aj , bj # A j&1 such that
1bj&aj :
j&1
i=1
(bi&ai)+k+1 (24)
and bj&aj is maximal, subject to (24). Set A j=A j&1&[aj , bj]. This com-
pletes the construction of the sequences a1 , b1 , ..., al , bl and A 1 , A 2 , ..., A l .
Lemma 11. We have
_(A&A l)<: - 2(k+1) n log n (25)
and
:
l
i=1
(bi&ai)- 2(k+1) n&k. (26)
Proof. By Lemma 9 and 10,
|E _ F |r1k.
As r1=2(k+1)(k+1)! log n, l=w2(k+1) log nx and :=2(k+1)(k+2)!,
this gives
_(A&A l)=_(E _ F _ [ai , bi])
(r1k+2l ) - 2(k+1) n
<: - 2(k+1) n log n.
Let us suppose that (26) fails, i.e.,
:
l
i=1
(bi&ai)<- 2(k+1) n&k. (27)
We claim first that, for every j with 1 jl, we have
bj&aj
1
2(k+1)
:
j&1
i=1
(bi&ai)+
1
2
. (28)
In proving this, by (24), we may suppose that 12(k+1)  j&1i=1 (bi&ai)+
1
2
>1, i.e.,
:
j&1
i=1
(bi&ai)+k+1>2(k+1). (29)
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Setting c=W12(k+1)  j&1i=1 (bi&ai)+
1
2X, d=
j&1
i=1 (bi&ai)+k+1 and
m=w- 2(k+1) nx, we have
c
2(c+d )
(m+1)(m+d )
<
12(k+1)  j&1i=1 (bi&ai)+
1
2+1
2(12(k+1)  j&1i=1 (bi&ai)+
1
2+d )
(m+1)(m+d )
=
d2(k+1)+1
2((2k+3)(2k+2)) d
(m+1)(m+d )
<
(m+1)(m+d )
2(2k+3)
+
(m+1)(m+d )
2d
. (30)
By inequalities (29) and (27), we have 2k+3dm, and so the right
hand side of (30) is at most the maximum of its values at d=2k+3 and
d=m. This implies that
c
2(c+d )
(m+1)(m+d )<n+2 - 2(k+1) n.
Recalling (23), this gives
_(A j&1)>
c
2(c+d )
(m+1)(m+d ).
Hence, by Lemma 8, there are a, b # A j&1 such that cb&ad, so (28)
holds for 1 jl.
Next we shall show that if j2k+3 then
bj&aj> :
j&2k&3
i=1
(bi&ai)+k+1. (31)
Indeed, suppose that (31) is false, and let t be such that j&2k&2t
j&1 and bt&atbi&ai for all i satisfying j&2k&2i j&1. Then, by
(28) and the converse of (31),
bt&at+12
1
2(k+1)
:
j&1
i=j&2k&2
(bi&ai)+
1
2
bj&aj :
t&1
i=1
(bi&ai)+k+1.
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This shows that aj and bj also satisfy the conditions that at and bt have
to satisfy; furthermore, bt&at<bj&aj . Therefore in the t th step (when
choosing at and bt) we should have chosen aj and bj instead of at and bt .
This contradiction completes the proof of (31).
Define a sequence [ci]0 by setting c0=12, c1=1 and ci=2(k+1) ci&2
for i2, so that
ci=ci&2wi2x(2k+2)
wi2x. (32)
Inequality (31) implies that for every i with 1il(2k+2) and 2(i&1)
(k+1)+1 j2i(k+1) we have bj&ajci . Therefore, by (32)
:
l
j=1
(bj&aj) :
wl(2k+2)x
i=1
:
2i(k+1)
j=2(i&1)(k+1)+1
(bj&aj)
2(k+1) :
wl(2k+2)x
i=1
ci
2(k+1) cwl(2k+2)x
2(k+1) 12 (2k+2)
wwl(2k+2)x2x
 12(2k+2)
log n2
- 2(k+1) n
if n is sufficiently large, completing the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 12. (i) If m<ik and i0 (mod m) then Fi=<. In par-
ticular, m | E # E :(E ).
(ii) If mik, 0dE # E i :(E) and d#0 (mod m) then there is
subsystem E $i/E i such that
d= :
E # E $i
:(E ).
Proof. We shall apply induction on i. If i=m then assertion (i) is not
applicable, and (ii) holds trivially since E m=Em , i.e., :(E)=m for every
E # E m .
Let us show next that the lemma holds for m<i<2m. Setting j=m in
(12), we see that Em{<, say E # Em . Suppose that this is not so, i.e., for
some i, m<i<2m, we have Fi{<, say F # Fi . Then 0<_(F(2) _ E(1))&
_(F(1) _ E(2))=i&m<m. As rm+riri&m , the sequence (F$j )k1 obtained
from (Fj )
k
1 by omitting E from Fm , F from Fi and adding E _ F to Fi&m ,
belongs to A. Furthermore, (F$j )
k
1 is a strictly greater element of A than
(Fj )
k
1 , contradicting the maximality of (Fj )
k
1 . Hence the lemma holds for
mi2m.
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Suppose then that 2mik and the lemma holds for smaller values of
i. First we shall prove (ii). Set q=wimx2. Then we may assume that
i=qm and
:
E # E qm&m
:(E )<d :
E # E qm
:(E ),
so that Eqm{<. Let E$qm be q maximal subsystem of Eqm such that
E # E$qm :(E )d. Then,
0d& :
E # E$jm
:(E ) :
E # E jm&m
:(E).
As d&E # E$qm :(E) is a multiple of m, by the induction hypothesis, there
is a subsystem E $qm&m/E qm&m such that
d& :
E # E$qm
:(E )= :
E # E $qm&m
:(E ).
Hence,
d= :
E # E $qm&m _ E$qm
:(E).
By (12),
qmm&1+ :
E # E qm
:(E ).
As m | :(E ) for E # E qm , this shows that
:
E # E qm
:(E )qm,
and so there is a system E $qm/E qm such that
qm= :
E # E $qm
:(E ).
To prove (i), suppose that qm<i<qm+m and Fi{<, say F # Fi . Then
0<i&qm=_ \F(2) .E # E $qm E(1)+&_ \F(1) .E # E $qm E(2)+<m.
Once again, this contradicts the maximality of (Fj )
k
1 since qrmri&qm and
so we could omit F from Fi and the elements of E $qm from Fm , F2m , ..., Fqm
and add F E # E $qm E to Fi&qm to get a sequence strictly greater than (Fj )
k
1 .
This completes the proof of the induction step and that of the lemma. K
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For the sake of convenience, set E=E k , d(E)=E # E :(E) and, for
1 jl,
dj=d(E)+ :
j
i=1
(bi&ai).
Lemma 13. (i) If 1 jl then m | (bj&aj).
(ii) If 1 jk, d#0 (mod m) and ddj , then we can find a set
system E$/E and a set Dj/[ j] such that
d= :
E # E$
:(E)+ :
i # Dj
(bi&ai).
Proof. Let us apply induction on j. Let 1 jl and suppose that (i)
and (ii) hold for smaller values of j.
In order to prove of (i), note that, by (24),
bj&aj :
j&1
i=1
(bi&ai)+1+k
and, by (13),
km&1+ :
k
i=m
i |Ei |=m&1+d(E).
Hence
bj&ajd(E)+ :
j&1
i=1
(bi&ai)+m=dj&1+m. (33)
Suppose that, contrary to the assertion, m |% (bj&aj). As, by Lemma 12 and
part (i) of the induction hypothesis, m | dj&1 , setting h=w(bj&aj)mx we
get that
hmdj&1.
Therefore, by part (ii) of the induction hypothesis, we can find E$/E and
Dj&1/[ j&1] such that
hm= :
E # E$
:(E)+ :
i # Dj&1
(bi&ai).
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Thus,
bj&aj&hm=bj&aj& :
E # E$
:(E)& :
i # Dj&1
(bi&ai)
=(bj&aj)& :
E # E$
(_(E(2))&_(E(1)))& :
i # Dj&1
(bi&ai)
= :
E # E$
(_(E(1))&_(E(2)))+ :
i # Dj&1
(ai&bi)+bj&aj .
This shows that Q=E # E$ E  i # Dj&1 [ai , bi] _ [aj , bj] has a partition
Q(1) _ Q(2) such that _(Q(2))&_(Q(1))=(bj&aj)&hm. Clearly,
|Q| } .E # E$ E }+2j(k+1&m) rm+2lrm&1rbj&aj)&hm ,
with the second inequality following from Lemma 10. This shows that,
once again, (Fi )
k
1 is not a maximal element of A, since by omitting the
elements of E$ from the appropriate Fi and adding Q to Fbj&aj&hm we get
a sequence strictly greater than (Fi )
k
1 . Thus, assertion (i) holds for j as well.
Let us turn to the proof of (ii). We may assume that
dj&1<ddj=dj&1+bj&aj .
As (i) holds for j, i.e., m | (bj&aj), we have m | (d&bj+aj). By (33)
d&(bj&aj)dj&1+1&(bj&aj)1&m,
so
0d&(bj&aj)dj&1.
By part (ii) of the induction hypothesis, for E$/E and Dj&1/[ j&1] we
have
d&(bj&aj)= :
E # E$
:(E )+ :
i # Dj&1
(bi&ai),
and so
d= :
E # E$
:(E)+ :
i # Dj
(bi&ai),
where Dj=Dj&1 _ [ j]. K
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Armed with the five lemmas above, we can easily prove Theorem 5.
Assume first that m=1. Set A0(1)=E # E E(1)  i # [l] [ai] and A0(2)=
E # E E(2)  i # [l] [bi]. As m=1, F =<, and so
A0(1) _ A0(2)=A&A l .
Then, by (4) and (25),
_(A)&_(A0(2))>_(A)&_(A&A l)=_(A l)>n
so, by (3), there is a set Q such that A0(1)/Q/A&A0(2) and
n&w- 2(k+1) nx_(Q)n, (34)
Note that
n&_(Q)- 2(k+1) n
 :
k
i=1
(bi&ai)+k
 :
l
i=1
(bi&ai)+ :
E # E
:(E )
=dl ,
where the first inequality is just (34), the second is (26) and the third
follows from (13) since m=1, the equality is just the definition of dl .
Applying Lemma 13(ii) with j=l, we can find a subsystem E$ of E and a
subset Dl of [l] such that
:
E # E$
:(E )+ :
i # Dl
(bi&ai)=n&_(Q).
Setting
Q$=Q .
E # E$
E(2) .
i # Dl
[bi]&\ .E # E$ E(1) .i # Dl [ai]+ ,
we can find that
_(Q$)=_(Q)+ :
E # E$
(_(E(2))&_(E(1)))+ :
i # Dl
(bi&ai)
=_(Q)+ :
E # E$
:(E )+ :
i # Dl
(bi&ai)=n.
Hence the theorem holds if m=1.
Assume now that m2. Let A0=A&A l . As, by (25),
_(A0)<: - 2(k+1) n log n,
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to complete the proof of theorem, it suffices to show that m divides every
element of A l=A&A&0.
Suppose that there is a number a # A&A0 such that m |% a. Applying rela-
tions (3), (26) and (13), we get
a- 2(k+1) n :
l
i=1
(bi&ai)+k
 :
l
i=1
(bi&ai)+ :
E # E
:(E )+m&1
=dl+m&1. (35)
Let h=wamx. As m |% a, we have 1a&hmm&1. By Lemma 13(i),
m | li=1 (bi&ai) and, by Lemma 12(i), m | E # E :(E ). Hence m | dl and
so, by (35), we have hmdl . Therefore, by setting j=l and d=hm in
Lemma 13(ii) we can find E$/E and Dl/[l] such that
hm= :
E # E$
:(E )+ :
i # Dl
(bi&ai).
This implies that the set Q=E # E$ E  i # Dl [ai , bi] _ [a] has a difference
a&hm partition, namely Q=Q(1) _ Q(2), where
Q(1)= .
E # E$
E(1) .
i # Dl
[ai] and Q(2)= .
E # E$
E(2) .
i # Dl
[bi] _ [a].
Lemma 10 implies that
|Q|(k+1&m) rm+2l+1ra&hm .
and so, one again, (Fi )
k
1 is not a maximal element of A since we can
increase Fa&hm at the expense of decreasing some Fi with im. This con-
tradiction shows that m | a, and so the proof of our theorem is complete. K
One can prove Theorem 5 with a considerably smaller value of :(k) by
choosing the ri smaller and refining the estimates in the proof, but the
effort is probably not worth the improvement.
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